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When trekking through the wilderness, hikers use

special tools to get from point A to point B.

Depending on the trip, it may be a compass,

GPS, or a map. These tools let them know where

their journey begins and where it will end.

 

But during the trip--in the thick of a dense forest

or mountain range, hikers need an anchor in-

between point A and point B to secure them on

their path and prevent them from going

wayward. These points throughout the journey

may look like a dot on a map or a GPS

coordinate, but they are all called the same

thing: a waypoint. 

 

It's easy to feel lost in the days between Sunday.

The emotional high felt during worship wears off

quickly. The social connections made after

service quickly become forgotten as people

settle into their regular routines. WayPoint

Groups prevent this from happening.

 

WayPoint Groups provide a mid-week

opportunity for churchgoers to build

relationships with each other in a small group

setting. By taking away the formality of a typical

service, WayPoint groups encourage couples

and individuals to grow through small group

discussion, prayer, and food!

 

 

 It's a dense wilderness out there. God did not

design His Church to worship together on

Sundays and live separately throughout the

week. Re-orient your life in the Lord through

joining a WayPoint Group. 



WayPoint Groups At Our Church
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Imagine crossing a stream. Not wanting to get wet feet, you look for a place with plenty of

stepping stones. Without those stones, your chances of crossing the stream (with dry feet at least!)

become slim. Joining a church can be a lot like crossing a stream. It's one thing to show up and sit

in the crowd on Sundays. It's another to feel like an integrated and loved part of the church family.

WayPoint groups serve as one of the key "stepping stones" for churchgoers to move

 from a place of distance to one of family within

the church. WayPoint groups help do this by

creating a casual setting where individuals can

grow in their love for the Lord and each other. 

 

This not only helps individuals grow in their walk

with the Lord. It also provides them a sense of

community that allows them to take ownership

of their church and as a result begin serving and

leading others.

 

God calls His Church to fellowship. This is

impossible outside of a small group setting.

Attend Connect Serve



What Would Waypoint Groups Look Like?
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FellowshipPrayer

Bible Study
 A Waypoint group is more than a Bible study. It's

also more than a prayer meeting or a fellowship

group. Many churches try to hold separate

programs to accomplish these three goals. But

most of them are unsuccessful, or if they are, it's

because they include elements from the other

two groups. Waypoint group seeks to transcend

that old model by creating an event that

naturally incorporates all three elements of

church: Prayer, fellowship, and Bible study, in a

natural and casual format.

More Than a Bible Study

Church in Real Life
 Church members' spend on average three hours

of their weekly life in church. That's 1.7% of their

time! How does a church function during the

other 98.3%? Some churches try to create more

events that force people to spend more time at

church. But that's not real life. Real life happens

in people's homes throughout the workweek.

Because of that, our Waypoint groups will happen

on Wednesday evenings from 7pm-8pm at a

"host-home" where a group of 8-16 people will

meet in a living room environment. Members can

even take turn bringing coffee, snacks, desserts!



Who Belongs in a WayPoint Group?
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 WayPoint groups does not create a need. It fills

a need. Our church currently has opportunities

for prayer, fellowship, and Bible study in

separate programs. These programs bear great

fruit, but because they take place during the

day, they only fill a need for a specific

demographic at our church. 

 

WayPoint groups are not designed to replace

these great programs. Instead, they are

designed to fill a need for people who have a

desire for fellowship, but cannot attend the

events that already exist due to scheduling.

WayPoint Fills a Need

WayPoint Group Dynamics
Waypoint Groups will not be organized by gender, age, or social groups. Instead, they will be

arranged according to location in order to prevent people from traveling long distances. Groups

will consist of 8-16 people and couples cannot attend different WayPoint groups. All who signed

up will be organized into Waypoint groups according to location and asked to commit to a

specific period of time. A group host couple and a group leader couple will be trained beforehand

to know how best to serve the group. Waypoint groups are designed for adults, and a separate

WayPoint Group will be available at the church for youth aged 11-18. 



Frequently Asked Questions
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No one is required to join a WayPoint group. If you are happy with your current level of involvement,

we are too. But we challenge you to question whether or not you are actually receiving the prayer,

biblical study, and fellowship God calls of you. If not, we encourage you to take this step.

Do I Have to Join One?

Is There a Cost?

Will it Be Deep?

How Long Will This Last?

But I'm Not a Member, Protestant, Believer, etc.

WayPoint groups are designed to be "deep and wide." This means creating a learning environment

that is challenging but also approachable. WayPoint groups will not be doing a typical Bible study,

but will do Scripturally based studies addressing relevant topics on spiritual growth. 

Typical WayPoint meetings should last between 1-2 hours. But as a whole, WayPoint groups are

designed to exist indefinitely. This program is not a "one and done" or an experiment. Breaks will be

taken throughout the year, and groups will be reshuffled over time, but small groups at Bayview Bible

Chapel are here to stay!

That's okay! WayPoint groups are available to all, despite spiritual beliefs, level of spiritual maturity, or

church membership. We only ask that once you become a member of a WayPoint group, that you

commit to staying with that group until the end of the study (approx. 3-6 months)

Group members will be expected to pay a nominal fee for the study books (approx. $5-10 per book).

Otherwise, groups will be encouraged to have its members take turns bringing a treat/dessert. 

 Besides that there is no cost. We will not let money be the reason why anyone does not join a group.



What Do I Do Now?
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It's easy to have a bad attitude in response to new programs. Your first reaction may be that it's not

for you, or that it's to shallow for your maturity level, or that you don't want to be with certain people

because you don't like them. We encourage you to bring these feelings to God in prayer and consider

why you feel this way, whether or not it's biblical, and whether God is calling you to join Waypoint.

Step #1: Pray

Step #2: Discuss With Your Spouse

Step #3: Consider Becoming a Host or Leadership Couple

Step #4: Fill Out the Form Below

WayPoint groups work best  when couples take part in them together. Before any decision is made,

we encourage you to discuss this with your spouse. Make sure that joining a WayPoint group is in the

best interest of your family. It may be a sacrifice, but it will yield incredible results. 

We are in need of couples willing to host a group at their home (for a limited time) and couples

willing to lead these groups. Each commitment requires a different set of expectations, but those

interested will receive extensive training and guidelines to help them along. If you are interested in

filling one of these two needs, please indicate so on the card below.

After you have finished these steps, please indicate your level of commitment on the form below.

Tear it off once completed and turn it into the offering bag or the Welcome Center Mailbox.

Name(s):___________________________________________________________
 
I/We want to join a WayPoint group:      Y / N
 
I live closest to one of the following areas:    Cape Horn Rd       Bayview          Athol                Careywood           Other
 
I/We are interested in becoming one of the following:        Group Leader         Group Host
 
*If interested in becoming a host, please give your street address: __________________________________________



Requirements for Hosting Couples:
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Perfect looking homes need not apply. The goal of this program is authenticity. Because of that, it

does not matter how large, modern, decorated, or organized your home looks. We ask our hosts to

create a sanitary, safe, and inviting environment, but we are not asking host families to have spotless

homes. Be okay with a little clutter. Everyone else will be too. 

1. Messy Homes

2. A Love for People

3. A Love for Service

4. Time

If you do not like people in your house, or if you get overly anxious when guests are over, this may not

be for you. Hosts should have a joy for hospitality and must enjoy having people over. If not, you will

probably not enjoy this experience. Loving others--muddy boots and all, is a must. 

In the same way, a hosting couple must enjoy serving others. It may be as simple as pouring cups of

coffee, grabbing ibuprofen, or even sweeping up the mudroom floor after the meeting. If these sort

of things would discourage you, it may be best to let someone else host. 

Most of all, hosting families need to have time. Even if for three months, it's a big commitment to

offer your home to others for 1-2 hours a week. Hosting families need to know that this can

consistently fit within their schedule and that the commitment will not prove too much for their

personal or family lives. 



Requirements for Leading Couples:
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Being a lead couple does not require either member to hold a degree in systematic theology. Group

learners can and should be learning alongside the group. Being able to say "I don't know" or "I'm not

sure, I'll need to look-up the answer," is important. Leading couples must be believers and must be

members of the church. They will also be required to attend at least one training session. 

1. Not Having All the Answers

2. The Ability to Ask Questions

3. The Ability to Listen

4. The Ability to Encourage

Leading a small group is less about knowing what to say and more about knowing what to ask. The

best small groups occur when the leader knows exactly what questions to ask and when to ask them.

The ratio between the leader(s) speaking and the group speaking should never be below 50-50.

Shoot for 20-80 at least. It will take practice!

There will be times when you hear someone say something that you 100% know is wrong. That's okay,

hold your tongue! Someone else may do the correcting for you, which will help create stronger group

discussion. If not, try to ask a subtle question that forces the person and the group to consider what

he/she said. This ability to patiently listen makes or breaks small groups.  

Like hosting couples, leading couples must love people. If you want to lead a group in order to

display your own biblical knowledge, or to try to gain a higher position in the church, the small group

will fail because of your pride. Counteract this by seeing the leadership position as a license to

encourage. There will occasionally be people there that are limited in their biblical knowledge, or not

believers at all. The instincts of the small group "pack" will be to ignore or attack this person, but you

must do the opposite. Compliment people's thoughts, no matter how small, kindly correct their

mistakes, no matter how large, and seek to include everyone--especially the ignored and disliked.

Lead as Jesus lead. Lead with love.


